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. The LLNL EC Project has developed an approach, Electronic Commerce Through Electronic Data Interchange (EC/EDI), using a blend of commercial resources and government in€kmucture to implement electronic commerce on a large scale at low cost. The implementation of Electronic Commerce using this approach involves the integration of .commercial software, LLNL-developed software, and hardware with local systems. While many of the pieces needed to implement the LLNL EC/EDI Approach are available off-the-shelf, the integration of these pieces requires some custom tailoring to meet the specific needs of the DOE.
We have investigated the feasibility of using the LLNL. E C D I approach and software in an electronic security clearance processing system. Trusted multipart electronic mail messages are an efficient and secure means for transporting security clearance data between contractor site clearance offices and DOE field offices, and between DOE field offices and OPM. Many of the EC/EDI software technologies could provide effective components of an electronic clearance processing system. We have conducted a preliminary review of the security clearance process and have briefly described how the E C D I approach and software can be adapted to perform each task in the electronic process.
Transport Source Data to Clearance Office
The data collected (see Section 3) and the fingerprints (see Section 4) will be placed in a trusted multi-part electronic mail message and moved to the clearance office using the following electronic mail systems: 
ReviewMore Source Data at Clearance Office
The data in the multi-part trusted electronic mail message w i l l be extracted into a database on the clearance office Site Gateway using the Oracle RDBMS (Relational Data Base Management System). A SCEPIER database application will be written to store, display, update and retrieve information to the Oracle database. The LLNL EC/EDI Distributed User Interface (DUI) w i l l allow users to review and edit information in the database. 
Tkansport QSP Packet to DOE Field Office
The data in the trusted multi-part electronic mail message will be moved from the clearance office Site Gateway to the DOE field office Site Gateway using LLNL E C D I Electronic Mail.
ReviewBtore QSP Packet at DOE Field Office

2.5
The data in the trusted multi-part electronic mail message will be extracted into a database on the DOE field office Site Gateway using the Oracle RDBMS. The SCEYEB database application will be used to store, display, update and retrieve information to the Oracle database. The LLNL EC/EDI DUI will allow users to review and edit information in the database.
Transport QSP Packet to OPM
2.6
The required data in the trusted multi-part electronic mail message will be moved from the DOE field office Site Gateway to the OPM Site Gateway using LLNL EC/EDI Electronic Mail.
Update PIPS database at OPM
. 7
The PIPS database will be updated with the DOE field office information from the OPM Site Gateway using a batch-file transfer method.
'Ransport Investigation Report to DOE Field Office.
2.8
Investigation reports will be retrieved and transferred from the PIPS database to the OPM Site Gateway using a batch-file transfer method. The reports will be placed in a trusted electronic mail message and sent to the DOE field office Site Gateway using LLNL EC/EDI Electronic Mail.
ReviewNore Investigation Report at DOE Field Office
The investigation report data in the trusted electronic mail message will be extracted into a database on the DOE field office Site Gateway using the Oracle RDBMS. The SCEPTER database application will be used to store, display, update and retrieve information to the Oracle database. The LLNL EC/EDI DUI will allow users to review and edit information in the database.
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Review Investigation Report/Make Clearance Decision
The DOE field office will review the investigation report and make a clearance decision. The clearance decision data will be placed in the database using the QSP database application. The LLNL EC/EDI DUI will allow users to review and edit information.
Wansport Clearance decision to Contractor Site
The DOE field office clearance decision data will be extracted from the database into a trusted electronic mail message and sent to the clearance office Site Gateway using LLNL EC/EDI Electronic Mail.
ReviewBtore Data at Clearance Office
The clearance decision data in the trusted electronic mail message wiU be extracted into the database on the clearance office Site Gateway using the Oracle RDBMS. The SCEPTW database application will be used to store, display, update and retrieve information to the Oracle database. The LLNL EC/EDI DUI will allow users to review and edit information in the database.
Issue Approved ClearanceBadge to Applicant
The appropriate clearance and badge will be issued to the applicant and the Oracle database on the clearance office Site Gateway will be updated using the SCEF'TER database application and the LLNL EC/ED DUI software.
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-. The primary function of this software is to produce valid printed forms. While we can report that it has some validation features, as described above, we are awaiting the arrival of the required additional software to test the complete data validation and printing capabilities.
-.
Our review indicates that it is feasible and prudent to adapt and expand the capabilities of the HQ DOE-funded SF-86 software by using PerFORM Pro Designer under Windows and PerFORM Pro Filler under Windows, DOS and Macintosh. It is also feasible to extract data from these forms packages into a trusted electronic mail message for transport to the clearance office Site Gateway.
User Interface Requirements
One of the major factors in the design of a system are the internal user interfaces 
Features Comparison of Leading Forms Packages
We recommend using PerFORM PRO over JetForm Designer because the existing SF-86 software already uses PerFORM PRO and PerFORM PRO offers stronger forms design, data management, and programmability.
In the August 1993 edition of PC World, in the article entitled "Electronic Forms E i the Bill", by SUI # Spanbauer, an evaluation of the four top Windows forms processing packages was provided. The outcome of the article was that the two leading contenders (referred to as the Best Buys) are PerFORM PRO and Jet Form. The article stated that "either program is an excellent choice for a forms processing application, but be sure to consider which one's strengths most suits your needs". The article also stated that PerFORM PRO is "the most sophisticated forms processing package" and that its contender, JetForm does not offer as many design and data management options as PerFORM PRO.
Most notably, JetForm does not incorporate a fully relational database.
The following information was provided in a feature comparison 
SECTION 4
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Electronic Fingerprint Systems
The live-scan workstations are FBI-approved, commercially provided fingerprint system that produces forensic-quality tenprint records by electronically scanning and capturing the live fingerprints of a subject.
'Ifrpically, it is a turn-key system comprising of a PC, scanner, laser printer, graphics display, and communication equipment integrated into a custom cabinet with a software front-end.
The cited advantages of these systems over traditional inked method are:
Better quality tenprints. Multiple copies of tenprints can be generated from a single scan. Fingerprints may be transmitted to remote printer or uploaded to the FBI mainframe-based Automatic Finger Identification System (AFIS).
Our review indicates that it is practical to access, extract, store, and forward live-scan fingerprint images using a vendor-supplied Remote Server. We are also pursuing the feasibility of a less expensive and more flexible approach to access and extract the fingerprint images. The images can be transported using electronic mail, and then submitted to AFiS or sent to a printer. Images are not interchangeable between the companies' products.
4.1
These workstations are typically non-intrusive, closed systems, and geared towards the hardcopy environment. Exporting captured graphics images to the outside world was not the developers' design concerns, and consequently, images are handled and kept in a non-standard, proprietary way.
Our objective is to extract fingerprint images from the live-scan workstations, and move it electronically along with QSP data Due to the closed nature of the systems, extracting or importing fingerprint images directly from these machines is non-trivial, and requires fairly extensive changes to the existing software, which the vendors are reluctant to undertake. If the workstation could act as a node of a LAN sharing its hard disk with other nodes, then we would be able to easily get to the image files. Unfortunately, the proprietary database is not that easily accessible. In addition, another unknown variable is whether the workstation can act as a node of a LAN without causing conflicts with the existing software. The vendors' technical staff were skeptical about this method.
The good news is that all the vendors provide a so-called store-and-forward remote server whose primary function is to route the images to a remote printer .mbmitted by fax, and assured a one-day turnaround time for the reply. After one week and several more futile attempts to reach h i m again, the two pages of questions are yet to be answered. Because no literature is available from Fingermatrix, discussions are limited to the other two main players. Both are reputable companies and manufacture solid products. We will continue to attempt to learn more about the Fingermatrix system.
How Information was gathered
This paper is based on field visits to observe the units in real operation and to inspect the physical hardware unit and software modules. meetings and phone calls with vendor R&D personnel, and vendor product literature.
DBI's Tenprinter System and Remote Server (Delta Box)
DBI's Tenprinter (currently in use at the LLNL clearance office) has a larger installed base than its competitor, the Identix Touchprint system. Enclosed in a custom-built metal cabinet, the unit seems to operate solidly. According to the staff, they have scanned over a thousand tenprints with very little problem. Powered by a 486-based PC and running under DOS with Desqview, the Tenprinter drives a scanner, graphics display terminal, and a custom-enhanced HP LaserJet III laser printer. The image downloaded to the LaserJet is not in HPCL format, and needs to be translated by the on-board chip set in the enhancement unit.
. . . . . under a distinct subdirectory along with the biographic information of the subject. The good news is that the Remote Server supports ftp, meaning that these images can be freely extracted. The vendor was unsure if it also supports NFS (Network Fie System). In any event, one DBI employee says he regularly logs into these Remote Servers and performs system administration at the UNIX prompt leveL
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The Remote Server can forward images to another Remote Server, print hardcopy on local or remote laser printers, or directly upload images to the Prin~ak AFIS. At the moment, the Remote Server does not support the interface to NEC AFIS.
The Remote Server can also receive finger-scan images from any UNIX boxan important consideration for our project -because the FBI will ultimately need that capability to process lingerprints electronically. We wouldneed the DBI "Bridge" product for the capability to upload to the Remote Server from other machines to their machine.
Indentix's Touchprint System
The Unit seemed to operate flawlessly, and its cabinet and hardware units are aesthetically more pleasing than the Tenprinter. In terms of software and hardware architecture, it resembled DBI's Tenprinter in all aspects. Accessing or extracting fingerprint images directly from the Touchprint system is very difficult and is discouraged by the vendor. Instead, they recommend the use of their remote server.
Identix has just announced a product named the Store-and-Forward Server. It is IBM PS/2 based machine running under OS/2. It can be connected to the TouchPrint using the IBM LAN Server over Ethernet or token ring, or through a serial dial-up. It can route the image files to another Store-and-Forward box, a local printer, or a remote printer controller. The literme does not mention any interface to m s . So far, we have looked at methods to access the tenprint images on live-scan workstations using only vendor-provided equipment. There is an alternate way, which, if proven to work, may offer the least expensive and vendor-independent method.
The idea calls for inserting aPC between the live-scan workstation and the vendor-modified laser printer. Dubbed the PC Gateway, the PC can be programmed to mimic the laser printer and capture the images sent from the workstation'and route them to a Site Gateway. The F C can conceivably offer additional services such as QSP form processing. In other words, it does not have to be a dedicated image capture box.
The laserprinter may be completely dispensed with if this scheme proves successful. One advantage of the PC Gateway is that it should work with any vendors' product.
The concept will not work, however, if the vendor designed the laser printer to perform a software handshake with the workstation. It would not be easy to emulate the handshake. Currently, a proof-of-concept test is under way.
Recommendation
In so far as workstations' capabilities are concerned. both seem capable. It follows, then, that the decision is based on the accessibility of the fingerprint images; which is directly related to the Remote Server's architecture and its capabilities. Identix's Store-and-Forward box is based on OS/2 -another good operating system. However, the system software is relatively new and untested. Also, it remains to be seen how well it would interoperate with the Site Gateways.
Identix's Touchprint system, if it works well with NFS, may offer the most costeffective, vendor-assisted solution.
If proven to work, the PC Gateway concept may be the most appealing solution because it is the least expensive way, and does not preclude any vendor's product. If remote servers are required, we recommend DBI's Remote Server solution because of its relatively-easy interconnection with Site Gateways allowing the electronic transfer of fingerprint files. We are actively pursuing the PC Gateway idea because the benefits that it offers are worthwhile.
